landmeedchen
WHO IS
LANDMEEDCHEN?

Hello, I am Evelyn! Born in 1979 in Bremen and raised in the
beautiful region of Lüneburg Heide, I dedicated my
professional life to various PR and marketing jobs, first in the
music and later in the startup industry. Today, I combine my
job in destination management with my passion for writing,
which I continue to live out as a freelance author and content
creator. At Landmeedchen I show people that adventures are
waiting for them right at their door steps - as under every
such little stone, you can find a great story. You can find my
professional résumé on LinkedIn.

About the
Blog

Landmeedchenis a personal travel blog that addresses all
those who want to discover the world in an authentic way.
Landmeedchen aims at travelers who want to experience their
journey and not only look at things to check them off their
bucket list or collect needles on their world map; travelers
who want to meet people, listen to their stories, smell, taste
and feel life. And to all those who do not want to read about
the ten most beautiful beaches in Thailand, but who prefer to
look behind the scenes and enter the colorful world of
storytelling.
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Blog Info*
Views per month

28.244

Visitors per month

27.406

Age target group

84% 25-45 Jahre

Gender w/m

62%/38%

Newsletter Subscribers

298

Audience interests: Road, outdoor &
city trips, hotels, travel gear
*as per July 2022

Stories & Destinations
The most beautiful, intense and
unforgettable experiences cannot be told
in 1,000 characters.
Inspirations and travel tips for
destinations with a focus on nature,
culture and the special something .

Hotels & Travel Tips
Hotel and airline tests, stop over
information, the best travel apps, tips and
tricks on any subject related to traveling.
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